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Introduction and notation. The following two theorems are basic to the 
classical theory of spherical harmonics and their importance in analysis is 
well known. 

THEOREM 1. (CARTAN [2].) Suppose p is a function on the (n — l)-sphere 
Sn~* which transforms under SO(ri) according to an irreducible representation 
of highest weight (fc, 0, . . . , 0). Then p extends to a harmonic polynomial on 
R" satisfying the homogeneity condition p(rX) = rkp(X) for all r > 0 and 
XeRn. 

THEOREM 2. (BOCHNER [1].) Suppose ƒ is a radial function on ]?", p is as in 
Theorem 1, and F = fp is square-integrable. Then the Fourier transform of 
F is gp where g is the Hankel transform off of order k -f ((n — 2)/2). 

In this note we announce an extension of these theorems to the setting 
of Stiefel manifolds and matrix space. Our work makes it possible to 
construct holomorphic discrete series representations for the real sym-
plectic group by decomposing a tensor product of certain projective 
representations introduced earlier by Shale and Weil. (See Weil [11] 
and also Shalika [10].) Proofs of the results announced here and their 
application to the construction of discrete series will appear elsewhere. 

We let Mnm denote then x m real matrix space, Sw,m the Stiefel manifold 
of matrices VeMnm such that lVV = Im9 and Pm the cone of m x m 
positive-definite symmetric matrices. The rotation group SO(n) acts on 
S"'w and Mnttn by left matrix multiplication so that S"'m s SO(n)/SO(n - m). 
Corresponding to the decomposition Mnm = Sw,m x Pm we have the 
integral formula 

f F(X) dX = cw,w f ( f F(VR^2) dv) (det R)v dR 

where v = (n - m — l)/2, c„ttn is a constant depending only on n and m, 
and dV is SO(n)-invariant. The algebra Mmm acts on Mnm by right matrix 
multiplication. 
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Let L denote the restriction of the left regular representation of SO(n) 
to L2(Sn,m). We shall refer to irreducible representations of SO(n) which 
occur in L as class m representations and write 

L2(n = l©wr 
CO 

where H%m consists of functions which transform according to the (class m) 
representation co. We call the functions in H^m Stiefel harmonics of order co. 

Statement of results. 1. Throughout this section we assume n > 2m. 

LEMMA 1. Let (ml9..., m[w/2]) denote the highest weight vector of an irre
ducible representation of SO(n). Then the representation is class m if and 
only if mj = 0 for j > m. 

We fix, once and for all, an m-tuple of nonnegative integers œ 
= (mu..., mm) with mt ^ m2 è • * ^ wTO. We let p^ denote the uniquely 
determined holomorphic irreducible representation of GL(m, C) whose 
restriction to U(m) has highest weight œ and let œ itself denote the class m 
representation of SO(n) of highest weight (mi9 m2 , . . . , mm, 0, . . . , 0). 

LEMMA 2. The class representation co occurs in L2(Sn,m) with multiplicity 
equal to the dimension of pw. (Caution: the dimension of pw should not be 
confused with the dimension of co ; this is not ordinary Frobenius reciprocity.) 

Lemma 2 suggests an intimate relation between the class m representa
tions of SO(n) and the so-called integral holomorphic representations of 
GL(m, Q. This relation is made explicit by the results below and is estab
lished via the Frobenius-Schur-Young-Weyl theory of symmetry classes in 
tensor space. We let rw denote the dimension of pm (hence also the multi
plicity of co in L2(Sw,m)). If pJ.A) is some matrix realization of p^ we call a 
C>-valued function on Mnm homogeneous of degree pJ,A) if the function 
transforms under Mmm according to pJ^A), i.e., 

p(XA) = p(X)pJA) 

for all A e Mmttn. (pJ^A) extends from GL(m, C) to all m x m complex 
matrices, invertible or not, since mm ^ 0.) Following Helgason [4] we call 
a function on Mnn SO(n)-harmonic if it is annihilated by all SO(n)-in variant 
constant coefficient differential operators without constant term (gener
alized "Laplacians"). 

PROPOSITION 1. There exists a matrix representation pJiA) and a space P0> 

ofCr°>~valued SO(n)-harmonic polynomials on Mnm such that 
(1) each pePw is homogeneous of degree pw(/4), 
(2) as an SO(n)-module, P™ is equivalent to o. 
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Lemma 2 is crucial to the proof of Proposition 1. The basic idea is to 
construct p^A) directly via tensor theory and then define a special element 
of F° (a cyclic vector for o) in terms of pœ(A). If m = 1 and œ = k then F° 
is the classical space of solid spherical harmonics of order k on Rm. More 
generally we define the space Jf £m of solid harmonics of order co on Mn%m 

to be the direct sum of the spaces 3tf £ of/th coordinate functions of elements 
ofP". 

THEOREM 3. A Stiefel harmonic of order œ on Sn,m extends to a solid har-
monic of the same order on Mnm. 

To obtain an analogue of Theorem 2 we need first to strengthen 
Theorem 3. 

THEOREM 3'. Let pJ,A) be as in Proposition 1. Then there is a matrix 
realization co(0) of the representation œ of SO(n) satisfying the following 
property: if co*(0) denotes the upper left hand rtó x rœ submatrix ofco(0) then 
co*(0" ly is well-defined as a function of Sw,m and extends to aCr<°x r<° valued 
SO(ri)-harmonic polynomial on Mnm which is homogeneous of degree pw(A). 

2. Let *Jf£m denote the subspace of L2(Mnm) which transforms under 
SO(n) according to the representation co. Then 

(3) L2(MM,J = X © * ^ r 
CO 

and functions in *Jf £m are of the form 

(4) F(VRl>2) = £ iMWRO-1) 
i = U = l 

where fj belongs to L2(Pm, cn>m(det R)v dR) and ($(0)) is the matrix a>(0) 
described in Theorem 3'. (Decompositions of this type are discussed in 
greater generality by Gross and Kunze in [3].) Thus * Jf £m is nonempty if 
and only if œ is class m. 

We recall the Fourier operator on Mn>m as an isometry of L2(Mnm) 
which commutes with the action of SO(n) and hence preserves the decom
position (3). 

LEMMA 3. Suppose F in *Jf£m corresponds to the matrix (fj) (as in (4)) 
and let SJm(K, P) on Pm x Pm be defined by 

S£m(R, P) = c„,m f co*(0"l f exp[2w« trace (rT0T7? 1/2P1/2)] dO. 
JsO(n) 

Then the Fourier transform of F again belongs to *,#*£m and corresponds to 
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the matrix (gi;) where 

(gij(P)) = ƒ Sr(R, P)(MR))(det RY dR. 

We define the Hankel transform of order œ on Pm to be the restriction of 
the Fourier operator to *jff £m and we denote it by l/Jm ; the matrix-valued 
kernel S%m(R, P) is the Bessel kernel of order a> on Pm. By combining 
Theorem 3' with a Laplace transform argument we obtain an explicit 
formula for S£m(R, P) (and hence l/£w). 

THEOREM 4. Let pJ^A) be as in Proposition 1 and let Z = A + iB denote 
a complex symmetric m x m matrix. Then 

S^m(R9P)(dctRf 

- 1 nfnr*m+i)/2 (tetZ) pjn Z) 
(̂  \LTll) Jz = A0 + iB;A0>0 

exp[trace(RZ) - tncci^PZ'^dzipJR^2)'1. 

Theorem 4 leads to a generalization of the classical "Bochner relations" 
for Fourier transforms. (See, for example, [8, p. 72].) 

THEOREM5. Ifco = (ml9... ,m„) let œ'denote {mx — mm9m2 — mm , . . . ,0) 
and set ri equal to n -h 2mm. Then U%m = immmU%m. (Equality here means 
that U%m and U*,m coincide as operators on the isomorphic spaces *Jf%m 

and •jrjV».) 

SOME REMARKS. Examples of generalized spherical harmonics have 
appeared before in the literature. In [5] Herz introduced a class of harmonic 
polynomials on Mnm satisfying the homogeneity condition p(XA) 
= (det A)kp(X) for all A e Mmm. In our context these polynomials are solid 
harmonics of order œ = (k, fc,..., k) and hence correspond to representa
tions of SO(n) which occur only once in L2(Sn,m). Generalized spherical 
harmonics also appear in Levine [6] (for the case m = 2), and Helgason [4]. 
It is clear from [6] that our solid harmonics span the space of all SO(n)-
harmonic functions on Mwm when m = 2. It is not clear what the relation 
is between our harmonics and those introduced by Maas in [7]. 

It would also be of interest to find an intrinsic characterization of general 
order solid harmonics on Mnm and to obtain analogues of the results 
announced here for n < 2m (in particular, for n = m ; cf. [9, Problem 7]). 
(The assumption that n be strictly greater than 2m is not necessary but was 
made in order to avoid certain technicalities related to the representation 
theory of SO(n).) 
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